TRUTH: What do you like most about
yourself, you vain son of a bitch?

TRUTH: Fuck Marry Kill - three people in
this group.

TRUTH: If you could only fuck in one
position for the rest of your life, what
would it be?

TRUTH: How many people have you had
sex with (give an estimate if you're too
much of a slut to know the exact
number)?

TRUTH: What trait (physical or
personality) would you steal from the
person on your right?

TRUTH: What drugs have you done (you
dirty hippie)?

TRUTH: When was the last time you got
off? What were you doing/thinking
about?

TRUTH: Who would win in a fight - the
person on your left or right?

TRUTH: Tell us about something
regrettable you've done while drunk (ya
big lush).

TRUTH: Have you been arrested or had a
TRUTH: Tell us about your worst hookup
close call? If not, what are you most
ever. What went wrong?
likely to go to jail for?

TRUTH: What was your most intense
drug experience?

TRUTH: What's the biggest fight you've
ever been in with a roommate?

TRUTH: If you had to kill one person on
this planet, who would it be and how?

TRUTH: Do you believe in ghosts? Have
you had any experiences with one?

TRUTH: What's the biggest age
difference you've ever had in a
hookup/crush?

TRUTH: Describe in detail something
sexual you haven't experienced, but
would try.

TRUTH: Describe the circumstances
behind the best orgasm you've ever had.

TRUTH: Give us all the details around
losing your virginity... make it graphic.

TRUTH: When was the last time you
manicured your pubes? What's your
strategy with that?

TRUTH: Tell us about your most
embarrassing moment (bonus points if
it's a period/boner story).

TRUTH: What state needs to be tossed
out of the union and why?

TRUTH: Have you had any sort of
cosmetic surgery? If not, what would
you have done?

TRUTH: What (or who) is the weirdest
thing you've ever had in your mouth?

TRUTH: What's the most embarassing
song on your playlist?

TRUTH: Have you ever cheated?

TRUTH: Who in this group do you think
is most likely to cross-dress?

TRUTH: Who's the ugliest member of
your family? Describe what they look
like.

TRUTH: Have you ever made a sex tape?
Sexted? If not, what would get you to do
it?

TRUTH: Who is the funniest person in
this group?

TRUTH: Tell us about your experience
with sex toys. If you've never used one,
what would you try?

TRUTH: Who in this group would be the
most awkward for you to hook up with?

TRUTH: What story from your childhood
do you wish your family would stop
telling all the time?

TRUTH: Which two people in this group
TRUTH: What's the sluttiest thing you've TRUTH: We're sizing you up… how big is
would you most want to watch have
ever done?
your dick/are your tits?
sex? In what position?

TRUTH: What's your favorite type of
porn?

TRUTH: What's your best advice for
TRUTH: Have you ever had a threesome
somebody looking to find a meaningless
or group sex experience?
hookup?

TRUTH: When's the last time you had an
accident?

TRUTH: Would you rather be stupid or
ugly? Why?

TRUTH: Have you ever driven drunk? If
yes, explain why you're such an asshole.

TRUTH: What were you like in high
school?

TRUTH: Who in this group do you think
puts in the most effort during sex?

TRUTH: Which physical trait is the most
important to your level of attraction?

TRUTH: What online dating sites/apps
have you tried? What is each of them
best for?

TRUTH: Who in this group is most likely TRUTH: Have you ever been in a fight? If
to survive in a post-apocolyptic
not, what's the most violent thing you've
hellscape? Why?
ever done?

TRUTH: Do you have any tattoos? Do
you really think they're still gonna look
good a few years from now?

TRUTH: Who did you go to prom with?
Did you get lucky?

TRUTH: What happened with your last
breakup?

TRUTH: It's good to be self-aware…
what's the most annyoing thing about
you?

TRUTH: Are you an equal opportunity
slut? List all the different races you've
hooked up with.

TRUTH: What do you consider to be the
best moment of your life so far?

TRUTH: Free pass, you lucky son of a
bitch.

TRUTH: Let the person on your left come
up with a truth for you.

TRUTH: Let the person to your right
come up with a truth for you.

DARE: Karaoke at least 30 seconds of
your favorite song. With flare.

DARE: Fake an orgasm. Get your body
into it.

DARE: Switch an article of clothing with
the person to your right for the rest of
the game (no socks, hats, or belts).

DARE: Turn something into a makeshift DARE: Help fight the obesity epidemic in
DARE: You look ticklish… let the people
set of bongo drums… play them and
America. Lead the group in a one minute
next to you tickle you and find out.
dance like a monkey.
workout session (your call what type).

DARE: Lick something.

DARE: Shrink ray! Become a midget until
DARE: Let the person to your right feed
your next turn (kneel on the floor, put
you a drink. Baby bird it if you're badass. your shoes on your knees, and pull your
arms into your shirt).

DARE: Do your impression of somebody
completely fucked up on drugs.

DARE: Take a ridiculous selfie and post it
DARE: Dance like a stripper. Use a pole if
to social media (include the
you can find one. Give a lap dance to
#partyodious hashtag so people think
anybody who flashes some dollas.
you're cool).

DARE: Do your impression of a T-Rex
eating a taco.

DARE: Let the person to your right direct
DARE: Show us your underwear (bonus
you in a 15 second photo shoot. Your call
points if you're not wearing any).
if it's pornographic.

DARE: Do your best impression of
somebody in this group.

DARE: Canadians are super nice. Act like
one. Start every sentence you say with
"If you don't mind," and finish with "eh?"
for the rest of the game.

DARE: You're ripped! Do as many
pushups as you can.

DARE: Let the person to your right draw
something on you (bonus points if it's a
tramp stamp).

DARE: Text "I can't believe you did that
DARE: You just got a job as a sex
to me" to somebody you don't know.
therapist. Coach the group on how to
Get the number from somebody else in
have good sex (bonus points for acting it
the group's phone. Send the text from
all out).
yours.

DARE: Let the person to your left scroll
through the photos on your phone.

DARE: You're interviewing for a job at 1DARE: Stick something in your pants
900-ORAL-FUN. Put on your best phone
that makes it look like you have a raging
sex operator voice and give some verbal
boner. Proudly show it off.
head.
DARE: Do an impression of Godzilla.
Everybody else should act like terrified
Japanese townspeople.

DARE: You look hot. Play this next round
with your shirt off.

DARE: Let the person to your right give
you a wet willy.

DARE: Twerk for us girl!

DARE: Teach us some techniques for be
a good kisser (bonus points if you get a
volunteer to help with the
demonstration).

DARE: Freestyle rap for us, gangsta.

DARE: You got a purty mouth… let's see
how much of your fist you can fit inside
of it.

DARE: Nobody likes you. Go sit by
yourself for one minute.

DARE: Do a cartwheel (or a sommersault
if you suck).

DARE: Take off your underwear and put
DARE: Beg the person to your left not to
them on the table. You can leave the
leave you. Tell them why you need them
room to retrieve them if you're shy. Free
in your life.
pass if you're not wearing any.

DARE: Tell a joke. Make it funny.

DARE: Do you have game? Hit on the
person to your left using your best
pickup line.

DARE: Turn the music up, then make up DARE: Pinch your nipples and squeal like
a new dance called the Finger Fuck.
a little piggy.

DARE: Stop! Drop! Roll!

DARE: Let's see how flexible you are…
show us how close you can come to
putting your legs behind your head.

DARE: Create a makeshift diaper and
wear it for the rest of the game.

DARE: Moon everybody.

DARE: Rub the muscles of the strongest
DARE: See no evil. Wear a blindfold until
person in the group. Tell them how safe
your next turn.
they make you feel.

DARE: Do an impression of a girl with
huge tits trying to keep them from
bouncing around too much while
running.

DARE: Put everything in your
purse/pockets on the table.

DARE: Post something about somebody
in the group on social media (include the
#partyodious hashtag, cause you're a
sellout).

DARE: Shut the fuck up. Seriously. Don't
talk until your next turn.

DARE: Give the person to your right a
back rub.

DARE: We got tickets to the gun show!
Do a 15 second bodybuilder flexing
routine for the judges.

DARE: Feel yourself up. Aggressively.

DARE: Free pass, you lucky son of a
bitch.

DARE: Play a round of duck duck goose. DARE: Smack yourself in the face. Hard.

DARE: Let the person on your left come
up with a dare for you.

DARE: Let the person on your right
come up with a dare for you.

